TagCurate: crowdsourcing the verification of biomedical annotations to mobile users
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Abstract
We present TagCurate, a distributed system that allows for disseminating biomedical annotations to users on Android-enabled devices for further verification. A web-based interface provides Task Managers with the ability to supervise the crowdsourcing process, as well as viewing the results gathered from the TagCurate Android app installed on the crowd’s devices. We believe that the results of this research is beneficial to both curators and the NLP development communities. The efforts of expert curators will be efficiently allocated to resolving controversial annotations, while NLP pipeline developers can further train their algorithms from gold standard corpora solicited from a large group of contributors.

Motivation and Objectives
Robust, automatic approaches are being developed by industrial and academic communities specifically targeting the well-known problem of information overload, caused by the overabundance of available scholarly publications. State-of-the-art approaches, in particular from the computational linguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP) domains, aim at aiding the laborious task of manually extracting structured knowledge from the unstructured free-style text found in scientific publications. However, the inherent complexity of natural languages used by researchers in communicating their findings makes the knowledge extraction an intricate task in need of human verification to produce effective results. Based on the division of labor principle, we are proposing a novel system to crowdsource the verification of automatically extracted annotations from biomedical literature to mobile users. The hypothesis behind our research is that providing a synchronised, distributed system for human verification of annotations generated during the literature curation process helps to decrease the time needed to accomplish the task, while improving the curators’ productivity by providing an ubiquitous environment available both in the web and mobile context.

We present TagCurate, a distributed system that allows for disseminating biomedical annotations to users on Android-enabled devices for further verification. A web-based interface provides Task Managers with the ability to supervise the crowdsourcing process, as well as viewing the results gathered from the TagCurate Android app installed on the crowd’s devices. We believe that the results of this research is beneficial to both curators and the NLP development communities. The efforts of expert curators will be efficiently allocated to resolving controversial annotations, while NLP pipeline developers can further train their algorithms from gold standard corpora solicited from a large group of contributors.

Methods
The TagCurate system is composed of a server-side component responsible for distributing and managing annotations and an Android app through which users verify the annotations assigned to them. Conforming to a client/server model, both components communicate over the HTTP protocol through a message passing mechanism.

As an extension to the Semantic Assistants framework (Witte and Gitzinger, 2008), the server-side component is implemented using the J2EE Servlet technology and provides a RESTful endpoint to interact with the TagCurate Android app. Featuring a web-based user interface, the TagCurate system allows so-called Task Managers to define a verification task by uploading annotated documents, provided that they have been annotated by either NLP pipelines or human annotators based on the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) framework1 (Cunningham et al., 2011). The TagCurate system then generates an internal representation of the existing annotations, in form of an XML document, that are ultimately distributed to the TagCurate Android apps installed on the crowd’s devices.

1 http://gate.ac.uk/
The TagCurate Android app, designed based on the Android 4.3 Jelly Bean API, allows users to authenticate themselves on the server-side component and pull annotations that are assigned to them for verification. Through an interactive interface, users can view each annotation in the context of the sentence that they appear, in order to determine whether the annotation is correctly tagged. A long-click on each annotation allows users to view features, i.e., further information provided in the annotation representation, like the scientific name of an organism (Naderi et al., 2011), where applicable. Based on the available information, users can then decide whether the annotation is entirely correct or should be removed from the document in case of a false positive (Figure 1-a). In addition, if an annotation is partially correct, e.g., if only some features are wrong or the character offset (span) of the annotation in the text needs to be changed, users can directly edit the annotation features (Figure 1-b) and submit an updated representation to the server-side, where it is made persistent.

The gathered feedback from the crowd is aggregated on the TagCurate server-side component that can provide overview reports of the crowdsourcing progress, as well as reporting annotations with high percentage of disagreement between users, once a specified threshold is passed.

Results and Discussion
TagCurate is the first open source project that targets the distributed verification of (biomedical) annotations to mobile users. Rather than relying on expert annotators only, it is now possible to distribute document annotations, whether they are manually created or computed by an NLP pipeline, to a large user base – for example, students in a university setting. TagCurate will soon be available both as open source software and on the Android “Google Play” market for direct installation.

In future research, we will apply our mobile crowdsourcing platform to a large-scale annotation task. In particular, we will investigate incentives for mobile users to participate in verification tasks and analyse the quality differences that can be obtained from mobile users with varying backgrounds vis-à-vis expert curators. In addi-
tion to the verification task, we are also planning to provide mobile users with the ability to automatically annotate the documents using our Semantic Assistants Android Open Intents (Satelli et al., 2013) that allows for remote execution of NLP pipelines on provided content, thereby enabling users to perform the complete literature curation task entirely through a mobile interface.
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